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Across
1 Expose yourself to
most old folk and
you are reported (5)
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4 One given full rein
to overturn? (9)
11

9 Love a bird in a
state trooper's
uniform (5,4)
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10 High-flier feels
remorse when
banks collapse (5)
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16
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11 Break America
after success
touring Australia
(6)

20
21

22

12 This'll strike a
chord with picked
on individuals (8)

26

14 An American round
fired at our ruler
(5,5)
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16 Type of horse, one
that's a bit of a
goer? (4)
19 Minister with no
love for one of the
cardinals (4)
20 Mess that an angler
may have had a
hand in? (3,2,5)

29 "Less skirts the
second Hoskins
becomes union
leader!" (5)
Down

7 Broadcast run or air
it over German
channel? (9)
8 No female to worry
over flipping men.
Period (5)

24 Can boxing last for
truculent American
heavyweight? (5)
25 Set out to have end
away with famous
player (4)

22 Pulse-quickener
involving gunmen
set in a saloon (3,5)

1 Club drug that drew
loads of people to
L.A. in the 80s?
(4,5)

13 Housemate on
Penny's eviction: "a
panto bitch in
heat!" (10)

23 One found in bed
said to excite desire
when taken? (6)

2 Contribution to
church in Arabian
country (5)

15 Vicar scratching
bottom before
church worship (9)

26 Is it not common in
couples with no sex
appeal? (5)

3 Aussie skipper
picked up Rich
Young in a sorry
fashion (8)

17 Coppers allowing
no-nonsense in
precincts (9)

27 Proper hot nurse
slipped into room
without uniform (9)
28 Ale-swilling
achievement by earl
in Hereford diner?
(9)

4 After last bit of
rain, lower hood of
light anorak (4)
5 In drink, the Queen
finds freedom (10)
6 Island workers set
about by mountain
goats (6)

member by
criticizing leader
(5)

18 A roadside break
needed for those
taking coach to
game (4,4)
21 Throw out
unopened beer or
keep a substantial
part of it? (6)
22 Get a rise out of

